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COVID-19 UPDATE 3/20/2020 

Things are changing daily as the world reacts to COVID-19. Articles and updates are posted every minute 

as new suggestions and mandates come from the government and from the medical community. One of 

the challenges many are faced with is digging through this content and finding factual and pertinent 

information in a timely manner. In our effort to support and guide our clients through this peculiar time, we 

have vetted and compiled a handful of resources that we know our contractors will benefit from reading or 

participating in. We will continue this as a daily update until further notice.    

COVID-19 Webinar Series: Implications of the Families First Coronavirus Response Act 

Congress passed the Families First Coronavirus Response Act on March 18. What impact does this 

legislation have on employers? What other HR and employee wellbeing considerations should be 

address? Learn more from Gallagher's benefits and HR consultants. 

https://players.brightcove.net/972303393001/r1m0c63kx_default/index.html?videoId=6142896049001&_lrsc=c

6c8b54b-0b83-4126-8237-

b0f17be1c679&utm_medium=elevate&utm_source=LinkedIn&employee=247747&content=834947&topic=6571 

AGC Member Coronavirus Survey Results 

In an effort to provide the AGC membership with something close to real-time information on the impact 

that the novel coronavirus is having on the construction industry, they have conducted this survey weekly. 

https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/3.20-2020_Coronavirus_MemberSurvey_31920.pdf 

4 Key Coronavirus Insurance Coverage Battlegrounds 

Property and liability insurers are bracing for an uptick in claims across virtually every line of coverage 

due to the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, as companies lose money by shutting down large-scale 

events and businesses face supply chain troubles. Here, Law360 looks at four types of coverage that are 

especially ripe for disputes. 

https://www.law360.com/articles/1252943 

Treasury: Tax deadline extended from April 15 to July 15 

Americans will have an extra three months to file their taxes this year after President Donald Trump 

ordered the Treasury Department to move Tax Day to July 15. 

https://cbs12.com/news/nation-world/treasury-tax-deadline-extended-from-april-15-to-july-15 

Gallagher Resources 

Additionally Gallagher has a pandemic preparedness site that is updated daily with CDC and WHO 

updates as well as industry specific insurance related insights.   

https://www.ajg.com/us/pandemic-preparedness/ 
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